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Johanna Seibt (Aarhus)

The mind as process – can we naturalize the mind, should we simulate it in ‘social robots’?

Relating arguments from Wilfrid Sellars’ Carus Lectures to sections of the current landscape of scientific theories of ‘the mind’, I ask whether we can naturalize the mind if we adopt a suitable process ontology (“General Process Theory”). I conclude with a few considerations on the role of philosophy for social and cognitive robotics.

Zur Person:
Johanna Seibt is known for her work on analytical process ontology and on Wilfrid Sellars. She directs the Research Unit for Robophilosophy and currently leads a project with 26 researchers from 11 disciplines on “Integrative Social Robotics.”
Prof. Johanna Seibt, Department of Philosophy and the History of Ideas, Aarhus University, Denmark.
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